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Why do we need vibration testing? 

Let's take aircraft as an example. An aircraft is susceptible to high levels of vibration at take-

off and landing, a certain level of oscillation during the flight, and increasingly high vibration 

or shocks in turbulence. All of these may have an effect on the structure of the aircraft body, 

as well as propulsion and flight control systems. Any faults in the construction or high 

resonance may cause damage to the moving parts of the aircraft, creating potential danger 

for the passengers. Our immediate goal is to counter this risk and ensure the safety of the 

user.  

 

By carrying out vibration tests, we can predict how much vibration the object under test can 

withstand and prevent the damage it could cause. Along with other environmental tests, 

vibration tests are vital for proving the reliability of the product during development, 

manufacturing, and quality control.  

A number of internationally recognized standards (MIL-STD 810, ISO, IEC, BS EN 60068-2-27, 

DO-160) are introduced to regulate vibration testing procedures. 
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What is a vibration testing system? 

A vibration testing system is a set of equipment necessary to perform vibration tests. See the 

elements of a vibration testing system below. 

 

 

 

Vibration testing set 

An electrodynamic vibration shaker or exciter is used to deliver force to the object under test, 

proportional to the current delivered to its input. Essentially, the shaker works as a 

loudspeaker. At its heart, it has a magnet or an electromagnet and a moving coil of wire 

suspended in the magnetic field. When a certain current is moved through the coil, it 

produces a proportional vertical force, which moves the table structure of the shaker with 

the test object fixed to it. 

A power amplifier receives the signal from the vibration control system and delivers the 

necessary amplified power to the shaker. 

Sensors are mounted on the shaker table and/or test object to register the impact from the 

shaker and send the information to the vibration control system. In the course of vibration 

tests, accelerometers are most commonly used, even though other types of sensors 

(velocity, displacement, force, strain gauge, etc.) may be required, depending on the 
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particular tasks. The most widely applicable accelerometers are IEPE and charge 

accelerometers.  

Nowadays TEDS accelerometers (Transducer Electronic DataSheet, which have embedded 

information about their sensitivity) become more and more widespread. 

 

What is the role of the vibration control system? 

 

RL-C21 Vibration control system 

 

In a test set, a controller (or a vibration control system) is the brain center of the vibration 

testing process. Along with the vibration testing software on your PC, the system controls 

each step of the vibration test. 

Before a vibration test, the user enters the required parameters of the test in the software. 

The system is to guarantee that the object under test receives the exact specified impact. To 

do that, a vibration controller is to ensure a closed control loop. 

The closed-loop feedback mechanism in a vibration test is initiated at the test start-up. Before 

running a test at full capacity with the parameters specified by the user, the controller 

delivers a smaller signal to the shaker, in order to register the alterations and distortions to 

the signal caused by THD of different system elements (shaker, amplifier, sensor, and the 

controller itself).  

The controller then makes the necessary corrections, so that the response signal precisely 

corresponds to the task, and runs the full-scale test. 
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VisProbe SL pre-start check window 

Another important function of a vibration control system is to ensure that the predefined 

vibration test is safe for the operator, the equipment, and the object under test. For that 

purpose, a good vibration controller runs a number of pre-start checks to confirm that the 

shaker, system, and sensor parameters are within the established limits. Besides, the 

controller needs to have an efficient emergency stop mechanism to prevent shaker damage 

during the test. 

We strive to provide maximum automation of the vibration test process. The user will need 

to enter the initial test parameters in intuitive software, select the shaker and sensor 

parameters from a convenient database, choose the necessary test type or test sequence, 

and press Start. There is minimum involvement on the part of the operator during the test – 

they can visually control the test progress on the test panel and observe the data on well-

designed graphs of their choice. On test completion, the software will create a full test report 

based on an existing pattern, or user-defined. 
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Therefore, it is hard to overestimate the importance of the vibration control system in a 

vibration test set. A carefully selected vibration control system is sure to make your vibration 

testing experience easier and more productive. 

How do you choose the equipment for your vibration test? 

When you are choosing the equipment for your vibration test, there are a number of 

questions you need to bear in mind. 

First and foremost, the choice of the particular vibration set element should depend on the 

requirements and technical specifications of your task. The user is to know the standards or 

technical parameters, which will ensure that the object is tested in the right way. You have 

to make sure that: 

Shaker 

 has a frequency range correspondent to test specifications; 

 the maximum object mass is within the shaker capabilities; 

Amplifier 

 is compatible with your shaker; 

Sensor 

 has the sensitivity allowing for precise measurements on the lowest and highest levels 

of your test; 

 can measure the maximum possible acceleration during the test; 

Vibration controller 

 along with all features described in the paragraphs above, it should be able to perform 

all vibration test types you require for your project; 

 has a sufficient number of input and output channels. 

Types of vibration tests 

There is a wide range of vibration tests available, so the user can choose the exact options 

suited for their needs. We can roughly subdivide vibration tests into 3 categories: 
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 Tests based on simple models: Sine, Random, Shock; 

 Tests based on a combination of the simple models: Sine-on-Random, Random-on-

Random, Shock Response Spectrum (SRS), Transient Time History (TTH), etc.; 

 Tests based on the reproduction of real data: Field Data Replication. 

Test based on simple models 

Among the tests of the first category, Sine is the most common and well-established test 

type. In the case of the Sine test, the signal delivered to the shaker has the sinusoidal form. 

The amplitude of the Sine may be specified in the units of acceleration, velocity, or 

displacement (depending on the test frequency and other peculiarities of the test). The task 

and response may be calculated in amplitude or RMS values. 

 
Sine test profile set in VisProbe SL 

An important sub-module of the Sine test is Resonance Search and Tracking, which allows 

finding resonances in the object under test and dwelling on them to test the durability of 

certain parts.  
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Resonance search and tracking in VisProbe SL 
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